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Résumé 
Cet article examine la langue secrète des étudiants Anglophones 
des universités du Cameroun. Pour marquer la solidarité de 
groupe et, en passant, pour rendre leur anglais informel 
incompréhensible aux non-initiés, ces étudiants injectent dans leur 
parler des mots lexicaux non standards. Ces mots résultent d’une 
multitude de procédés de formation tels que l’emprunt (des 
langues et des variétés de langue existantes telles que les variétés 
de l’anglais et du pidgin de l’Afrique de l’ouest, le français et le 
camfranglais), la création de mots, la composition, le changement 
de sens, pour ne citer que ceux-ci. Sur le plan sémantique, ces 
nouveaux mots tombent dans les mêmes champs lexicaux que les 
autres parlers des jeunes à savoir le sexe, l’apparence, la 
nourriture, la boisson, l’habillement, l’argent et l’éducation, tel que 
le montre le glossaire ci-joint.  
 
Abstract 
This paper examines the secret language of Anglophone students 
in the State universities of Cameroon. To show group solidarity 
and, incidentally, to render their informal English speech 
incomprehensible to non-members, these students season it with 
non-standard lexical items. These items are obtained from a variety 
of processes such as borrowing (from existing languages and 
language variants including West African varieties of Englishes 
and Pidgins, French and Camfranglais), coinage, compounding, 

 



 

meaning change, to name only these few processes. Semantically, 
these new words fall into the same domains as other common 
youth slangs i.e. sex, physical look, food, drinks, clothing, money 
and education, as the glossary shows. 
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Introduction 
When Anglophone Cameroonians, both literate and non-
literate, meet they tend to speak Pidgin (see Kouega 2001 
for details). When Anglophone university students are 
together, they too obviously speak Pidgin; however they 
may occasionally decide to speak English. When these 
students happen to go in for Standard English, they hardly 
limit themselves to its standard word stock. Very often, 
they make use of lexical items which sound very common 
and yet are understandable only to them. An unaccustomed 
ear may believe that they are rather pompous. In fact, they 
usually intersperse their speech with non-standard items. 
The secret of this language was penetrated during the 
compilation of two dictionaries – one of Cameroon English 
(Kouega, 2007a) and the other, of Cameroon Pidgin English 
(Kouega, 2008a). A number of words which failed the 
integration tests designed for these dictionaries turned out 
to be common among a specific group of informants i.e. 
Anglophone university students. To know more about these 
words, we asked a team of 20 motivated Anglophone 
undergraduate students of the University of Yaounde I to 
go to the field and jot down relevant utterances made by 
Anglophone students in informal interactions in such 
settings as classrooms, restaurants, sport fields, dormitories, 
to name only these few; similar utterances were also found 
in these students' private notes, short messages stuck on 
their doors and short telephone messages (SMS). The over 
200 tokens identified in this broad corpus turned out to be 
common among Anglophone students of other Cameroon 
State universities (Buea, Douala, Dschang, Ngaoundere and 
Yaounde II). In fact, these students reported that they 
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communicate among themselves (via phone and short 
telephone messages (SMS)) and they occasionally exchange 
lecture notes. This narrow corpus of over 200 words is 
analysed in the present study, which is divided into two 
sections, namely: lexical domains of Anglophone students’ 
slang terms (1) and the processes of formation of these 
terms (2). These are considered in turn. 
 
1. Lexical domains of Anglophone students' slang terms 
The lexical items under study tend to occur far apart in the 
spoken and written productions of these Anglophone 
university adolescents, which makes an unaccustomed 
listener or reader feel that these items are standard words. 
Their low frequency makes data collection difficult, as one 
needs to be patient to find a relevant word. This explains 
why, as was already pointed out in Kouega (2009), only 
short utterances extracted from these productions rather 
than full sample texts can be used for illustration. Take the 
following three utterances, where the targeted words are 
italicised:  
 
- As my girlfriend discovered that I was ngeme, she decided 
to look for another djo. 
(As my girlfriend discovered that I was (a) poor (boy), she 
decided to look for another friend.) 
 
- Well, the PB is that I don’t have moyen, for nga today like 
but ndoh.  
(Well, the problem is that I don’t have financial means, for 
girls today like but money.) 
- By the way, I have not chop a little thing since yesterday. 
(By the way, I have not eaten anything since yesterday) 
 
As the translation above shows, each of these utterances is 
very close to English, the vast majority of items being 

 



 

standard words. However, the message is made 
incomprehensible because of the use of non-standard terms 
in place of key content words: ngeme (poor), djo (boy, 
friend), PB (problem), moyen (financial means), nga (girl), 
ndoh (money) and chop (eat).  
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A look at the over 200 tokens making up the narrow 
corpus (see the glossary in Appendix 2) shows that these 
slang terms fall into the same lexical domains as similar 
language variants (see Gorlach 2000; Lillo 2001 and Longe 
1999 among others). For this specific case, some seven 
lexical domains were identified i.e. reference to kin, 
relatives, friends and people, sex, physical look, food and 
drinks, clothing, money and education. These domains are 
considered in turn. 
 
Reference to kin, relatives, friends and other people 
Students use various terms to refer to their parents (repe: 
father), friends of the same sex (masa: my friend), friends of 
the opposite sex (steady), children (njaka: a child), girls in 
general (fraîcheur: a young girl), and foreigners (oyobo: a 
white man). There are also words for people’s occupations 
(beret: policeman), their behaviour (report-card: someone 
who likes to report others to people in authority), physical 
capacities (water-yam: a weak person) and intellectual 
capacities (mbut: an idiot). 
 
Sex 
Words exist for genital parts (beans: clitoris), sexual arousal 
(to be charged), ways of wooing (sweet-mouth) and of making 
love (tango). Youngsters know that uncontrolled sex may 
lead to unwanted pregnancy or sickness (seven-plus-one, the 
sum of which is eight, which somehow rhymes with AIDS). 
To overcome such problems, they usually protect 
themselves by putting on godasse, a French term for the type 
of shoes which players put on to protect their feet and 
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which, by analogy, love-makers put on to protect 
themselves from sickness, i.e. condom. 
 
Physical look 
Boys and girls generally take time to refine their looks. Girls 
frequently change their hairstyles: boygeorge this week, 
bobbybrown the following week, and they make sure they 
are branché(es) (dressy). Some go so far as to lighten the 
colour of their skin (fanta-coke which means their skin takes 
the colour of a mixture of fanta, a pinkish drink and coke, a 
brownish drink). Others, for various reasons, starve 
themselves to become slender in shape (mannequin: a slim 
person). However, they are a few youngsters who do not 
worry themselves over their look; they do not mind being 
referred to as juksa (odd, ugly) by their mates nor do they 
mind using a Kumba-bread (an oversized first generation cell 
phone) so long as it remains an effective communication 
tool. 
 
Food and drinks 
Breakfast usually includes corn pap and jazz (beans). When 
young girls are to be chatted up by boys, the meeting point 
is usually a vente (a pub). The girls often order either coca-
fish or pample-pork and, occasionally, they eat soya 
(barbecued beef) or slow-boy (snail). The boys usually order 
guinaco and they occasionally jong (get drunk) before the 
chat proper begins.  
 
Clothing 
The generic name for clothes is djingue. Girls wear various 
types of dresses including spaghetti-wear (a dress or blouse 
with tight sleeves). Shoes include bottillon (boot) and donkia 
(a type of shoes). Some shoes are high-heeled, like salamanda 
and spice-girls. Others are low-heeled like Santiago. Low 
quality shoes, usually worn by people who do not care 
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about their physical look, are referred to as chakas. Fancy 
male trousers include apaga (trousers with large legs) and 
kabila (trousers with many pockets, like those the late 
Zairean President Laurent Kabila used to wear). Female 
clothes are mainly baggy (trousers that expose part of the 
buttocks) and pantalon-trumpet (trousers with thin or tight 
legs). 
 
Money 
The generic term for money is ndoh. To refer to specific 
amounts of money, youngsters use such terms as goma (50 
Francs, around GB £0.20), kolo (1000 Francs, around GB £1), 
kolo-five (1500 Francs, around GB £1.5). To get money, one 
can buk (gamble), do four-one-nine, do docky, take choko 
(bribe), take up a boulot, or fall-bush (emigrate, usually to 
Europe). Some people have moyen; others are always broke 
and are therefore said to be chain, ngeme or twenty-hungry. 
Needless to say, people who are always broke include those 
at chomercam i.e. job seekers. 
 
Education 
Some youngsters are very concerned about their education; 
generally they take their book-work (studies) very seriously. 
They read their caolo (books and lecture notes) during 
weekends and jar (read continuously) every day till late in 
the night. Such hardworking students are generally referred 
to as long-crayon. Instead of reading to acquire knowledge, 
some lazy students employ mercenaries (impersonators). 
Needless to say, when these students are caught, they are 
expelled from Cameroon State universities and the 
impersonators are arrested.  
 
Other items 
Some items fall into such low productivity fields as parts of 
the body (mbandja), news and gossip (bilan, info, scores), 
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behaviour (langa), residences (Bonas, longe, ntang, quat), 
health (flash, talla), sports (damba: football), to name only 
these few. It should be noted that the domain of drugs, 
which is reportedly one of the greatest growth-areas of 
slang in contemporary English (Lillo 2001) is unproductive 
in this slang, as the few words identified all refer to 
smoking: fack, flow, pallo. 
 
2. Word formation processes 
The processes that seem to underlie the formation of words 
in Anglophone students’ slang include borrowing (2.1), 
coinage (2.2), compounding (2.3), phraseological units (2.4), 
shortening (2.5) and affixation (2.6) on the one hand, and 
meaning change (2.7) on the other, to name only the most 
salient ones. The contribution of each process is reproduced in 
Appendix 1. 
 
2.1. Borrowing 
The secret language of Anglophone university students in 
Cameroon is not a new language but a variety of English 
enriched with non-standard words drawn from other 
languages. These donor languages and language variants 
include Camfranglais, Cameroon Pidgin English, French 
and West African Englishes and Pidgins. These are 
considered in turn. 

Camfranglais (abbreviated to CFGL in the appendices) 
is a variety of French created by young secondary and 
tertiary educated Francophone Cameroonians; it is used by 
these pupils and students to communicate among 
themselves to the exclusion of non-members. Its underlying 
structure is French-based and its lexical items are non-
standard French sounding terms as well as terms drawn 
from various languages including English, Pidgin English, 
Cameroon indigenous languages, Latin, Spanish, and a few 
African languages. This mixture yields a language variant 

 



 

cherished by peddlers, labourers, vagabonds, thieves, 
prostitutes, prisoners, soldiers and other people of 
comparable levels of education and social status. Features 
of this language variant are outlined in a number of works 
including: Ze Amvela (1989), Chia (1990), Biloa (1999), 
Efoua-Zengue (1999), Fosso (1999), Kouega (2003a, 2003b); 
also, a few lyrics in this language variant are available for 
auditioning at http:/www.koppo-enligne.com). Features of 
other loosely related youth languages in Cameroon are 
found in: Mbangwana (1991, 1999) and Anchimbe (2004). 
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In the narrow corpus for the present study were found 
a total of 57 tokens originating from Camfranglais. Below is 
a sample of five: 

cacao: a beautiful girl 
djo:  a guy 
langa: mouth watering 
nanga-boko: a girl who usually sleeps out of her room or 
hostel 
titulaire: a regular partner 

Pidgin English (PIDG) is a non-ethnic lingua franca which 
started up in the country some 500 years ago and is used 
today in the media, in political rallies, in the market place, 
in church and many other settings (see Todd 1982; 
Mbangwana 1983, 2004; Kouega 2001 for details) especially 
in the two Anglophone regions and the two adjacent 
francophone ones i.e. the Littoral and West regions. This 
language, which is most widely used by both educated and 
illiterate Anglophone Cameroonians (Kouega 2002, 2008a), 
has donated words to many Cameroonian indigenous 
languages (see Njoya 1988, Kachin 1990, Fouda 1991, Fasse-
Mbouya 2000 for details), especially those of the southern 
half of the country. Today, it enriches the slangs of young 
people, both Francophone and Anglophone. Loans from 
Pidgin in Camfranglais are outlined in Kouega (2003b). As 
for the slang of Anglophone students, some 22 tokens are 
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identified in the corpus, a selection of five of which is 
provided below: 
 

chop-bluk-pot: (literally, to eat food and then break the 
pan used to cook it) a selfish person 
jokmasi: free labour  
pohpoh:  true, real, genuine 
salamanda: a type of high-heeled shoes 
wayo: a cunning person e.g. Do not trust that guy, he is a 
wayo. 

 
French (FREN), the dominant official language of the 
country, is spoken in eight of the country’s ten regions. It is 
the medium of instruction in all francophone schools; 
besides, it is a subject taught in all Anglophone schools. 
Ideally, educated Anglophone Cameroonians have some 
knowledge of French, and by the time they reach university, 
they are expected to have acquired a level of proficiency 
that can enable them to follow lectures in French. Actually, 
students who read such subjects as biology, economics, 
history, law, etc. have more lectures in French than in 
English, as the proportion of Francophone lecturers 
handling these subjects in Cameroon State universities is 
higher than that of Anglophone lecturers (see Kouega 
2008b, 2008c for details). Words drawn from Standard 
French, which total 12 in the corpus, include the five listed 
below. This total overlooks French items embedded in other 
processes like long-crayon (from French “long” and 
“crayon”, pample-pork (from French “pamplemousse”), 
pantalon-trumpet (from French “pantalon”). 

boulot: a job, place of work 
cherie: sweetheart, honey 
erreur: a mistake 
info: news 
mode: fashion 
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One other source of words is West African Englishes and 
Pidgins, especially Nigerian English and Pidgin; for the 
sake of simplicity, the term “Nigerian English” (NENG), the 
dominant donor, is used here to refer to them all. There is 
some degree of interaction between the two neighbouring 
Cameroonian and Nigerian varieties of English, as there is a 
large Cameroonian student population in Nigeria and other 
West African countries. These students communicate with 
their relatives and mates back home and they go home for 
holidays. This seems to explain the existence, in the 
Anglophone students’ slang, of such terms as four-one-nine 
(a dupe, to dupe), four-nine-nine (a liar), Johnny-just-come (a 
newcomer), JJC (short for “Johnny-just-come”), and padiman 
(someone’s best friend), which are popular in Nigerian 
English (Jowitt, 1991, Igboanusi, 2000) and are used in 
Nigerian movies. These items, however, have not entered 
Cameroon English (see Kouega, 2006, 2007a). 

In short, the 96 borrowed words in the corpus for this 
study come from four major sources, namely Camfranglais, 
Pidgin English, French and Nigerian English. The 
contribution of each of these languages and language 
variants is displayed in Table 1: 
 
Table 1. Sources of borrowed items 

 
Borrowing 

Camfranglais 
(CFGL) 

Pidgin 
English 
(PIDG) 

French  
(FREN) 

Nigerian 
English 
(NENG) 

Total 

57 22 12 5 96 
59.3 22.9 12.5 5.2 100 
 
As Table 1 shows, Camfranglais, a widespread 
Francophone youth slang, is the dominant donor of tokens 
to the Anglophone youth slang, as it contributes 59.3 per 
cent of the 96 borrowed words identified. It is followed by 
Cameroon Pidgin English (22.9%), a widespread lingua 
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franca spoken by almost all Anglophone Cameroonians and 
French (12.5%), the country’s dominant official language. 
 
2.2. Coinage (COIN.) 
Coined words in the data are monosyllabic items like fack 
(to smoke), disyllabic ones like dangwa (to limp), trisyllabic 
ones like mapito (vagina). Semantically, coined words refer 
to various concepts including clothing (apaga: trousers), 
physical look (bakala: a hair style), education (caolo: books 
and lecture notes), sex (gigi: make love), behaviour (jeriba: a 
lie), family members (njaka: a child), residence and lodging 
(ntang: house), leisure (saka: have fun), fresh information 
(vipes: news) and ways of doing things such as speaking 
(shishung: to speak like Asians). 

Structurally, these words do not seem to exhibit any 
observable pattern of construction. Some of them seem to 
result from derivation, like nigish, vipes. Others seem to be 
cases of compounding like bobbybrown, boygeorge, 
gerryculture. A few of them have repeated features as if they 
were reduplicatives like shishung (to speak like Asians), 
show-show (extravagant), shushulu (a beautiful girl). A few 
others seem to have come from a number of indigenous 
languages (see the Ethnologue web site: 
http://www.ethnologue.com, Dieu & Renaud 1983, 
Koenig, Chia & Povey 1983, Kouega 2007b) and it is difficult 
to tell which, as many of these indigenous languages have 
not yet been described. It is therefore safe to regard such 
items as cases of coinage. To take an example: the word diba 
is obviously a Douala word, but it has entered the slang 
through Camfranglais, not directly from this indigenous 
language. Illustrations of indigenous-language-sounding 
words in the corpus include: kofungo (a girl), makandi 
(buttocks), ndeme (a girl friend), oyobo (a white man). Future 
research will eventually shed light on the etymology of 
these words lumped together under coinage today. Below 
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are listed five of the 41 coinage tokens identified in the 
corpus: 
 

bakala:  a type of female hair style 
caolo:  books; lecture notes 
nigish:  nonsense; nonsensical e.g. In the debate, his 
nigish talk annoyed quite a good number of people. 
shishung: someone who is said to speak through the nose 
like a Chinese e.g. I do not always hear what your friend 
says; she is a shishung. 
vipes:  information, news e.g. Any vipes about your 
sister? 

 
2.3. Compounding (COMP.) 
Compound words, which are hyphenated in this work, 
generally include two components. Structurally, these 
components may consist of: 
- noun + noun: book-work (studies), brain-box (an educated 
person); 
- verb + noun: clear-coast (a casual girlfriend), flying-shirt (a 
poor boyfriend); 
- adjective + noun: Japanese-handbrake (a selfish person), 
slow-boy (snail);  
- numeral + adjective: twenty-hungry (to be broke); 
- numerals and mathematical expressions: seven-plus-one 
(AIDS). 
Below are cited a sample of five of the 31 cases in the 
corpus. 

clear-coast: a casual girlfriend 
flying-shirt: a poor boy or boyfriend 
Japanese-handbrake: a selfish person e.g. My aunt gives 25 
Francs a day for breakfast; she is indeed a Japanese 
handbrake. 
seven-plus-one: AIDS e.g. The way this man coughs, it 
seems he has  seven-plus-one. 
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twenty-hungry: to be broke 
 
2.4. Phraseological units (PHRA.) 
By phraseological units here is meant a sequence of at least 
two words operating as a unit like idioms, clichés, 
metaphors, proverbs, and related holophrases. Below are 
reproduced five of the nine cases in the corpus: 
 

dig a bay of something: have a spoonful of something e.g. 
Let me dig a bay of that garri of yours! 
make girls: to mince, simper; mincing ways e.g. What do 
you think you are doing, Mary. Stop making girls to me. 
nearest neighbour to: similar to e.g. Isaac has too much 
hair on the body; he is the nearest neighbour to animals. 
romance someone: affect someone, deal with someone e.g. 
Chain has romance your man very badly.  (Poverty has 
dealt with your man very badly.) 
see me trouble!: an interjection expressing disgust, hatred 
e.g. See me trouble oh! That poor man living by the shop 
has talked to me. 

 
2.5. Shortening (SHOR.) 
It generally subsumes acronym as in “laser”, abbreviation 
as in “Xmas” (Christmas), clipping as in “lab” (laboratory) 
and blend as in “motel” (motorists’ hotel). The first two 
processes are not realised in the corpus; the word PB 
(problem) may be regarded as a marginal case of both 
processes, but it is rather a case of borrowing from 
Camfranglais. Fore clipping, wherein an element is 
subtracted at initial position, is found in a word like grams, 
whose full form is programmes (a date). Hind clipping has 
yielded coh (country); hind clipping coupled with 
suffixation is found in docky (documents), which is treated 
under affixation below. A special case of hind clipping is 
observed in guinaco, which consists of “gui” < Guinness, “a” 
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< the preposition “and”, and “co” < coca, and refers to a 
mixture of two beverages i.e. Guinness, which is bitter, and 
coca-cola, which is sweet. Here are listed five of the six 
cases identified in the corpus: 

 
bes-bo: best boyfriend e.g. My bes-bo is a fine-looking 
boy. 
coh:  short for “country” e.g. My father arrived from coh 
yesterday. 
grams: a date e.g. Yesterday, my friend had grams with a 
rich man at a hotel.  
guinaco: mixture of Guinness and Coca-Cola  e.g. I am 
ashamed to ask for a guinaco, for it might seem too 
expensive for him. 

 
2.6. Affixation (AFFI.) 
It is unproductive in the corpus; the four cases identified 
include: to gist (a case of conversion of the standard noun 
“gist”), gisting (< to gist), shaking (< to shake), baggy (< bag), 
and docky (< document). Items such as nigish and vipes, 
which seem to exhibit some derivation features, have been 
treated under coinage above, as it is not clear what their 
roots are. 

 
gist: to pass on fresh news e.g.  
A. Men, we get gisting! (My friend, there is news!) 
B. I beg, gist me before your credit gets finished (Please 
tell me before your airtime runs out.) 
docky: forged official documents such as passports, birth  
certificates, results testimonials etc.  

 
2.7. Meaning change (MECH.) 
Students make their speech incomprehensible by giving 
new meanings to known words. These may be standard 
words like chain and master of ceremonies, or Pidgin English 
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words like korokoro. Here are reproduced five of the 35 cases 
identified in the data.  
 
Table 2. Meaning shifts in students’ slangs 
 
Words Original meaning New meaning 
Bamenda a city in Anglophone 

Cameroon, a regional 
headquarter 

a foolish person 

chain (to be -) connected together (to be -) poor (to be -) 
korokoro a Pidgin word for rashes a close friend 
master of ceremonies person who controls the 

activities in a social event 
the thing which controls the 
activities in a love-making 
event i.e. penis 

overdone cooked for too long a time cunning, someone clever at 
deceiving 

 
The contribution of each of the seven processes outlined 
above is presented in Table 3: 
 
Table 3. Contribution of each word formation process 
 

Processes Number of cases Percentage 
Borrowing 96 43.2 
Coinage 41 18.4 
Compounding 31 13.9 
Phraseological units 9 4 
Shortening 6 2.7 
Affixation 4 1.8 
Meaning change 35 15.7 
Total 222 100 
 
As this table shows, borrowing is by far the most 
productive process in the Anglophone students’ slang 
(43.2%). It is followed by coinage (18.4%), meaning change 
(15.7%) and compounding (13.9%). These four processes 
represent up to 91.2 per cent of the 222 words in the corpus. 
 
Conclusion 
This study has looked into the English speech of 
Anglophone Cameroonian university adolescents and has 
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observed that they tend to render their interactions 
incomprehensible by inserting new lexical items into them. 
The formation of these items include various formal and 
semantic processes such as borrowing, coinage, 
compounding, meaning change and the like, and the 
common semantic fields into which these words fall are sex, 
physical look, food, drinks, clothing, money and education. 
These new words and expressions, which tend to be used 
by Anglophone students in the State universities of the 
country, are despised by language teachers and pundits. As 
the words are meaningful only to a limited fragment of the 
population, they have not spread to the entire community 
of English users in Cameroon. 
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Appendix 1. Formation processes 
 

BORROWING: Camfranglais (CFGL.) BORROWING: Pidgin (PIDG.) 
 

bilan 
boma 
Bonas 
boplah 
buk 
cacao 
chatch 
choko 
chomercam 
cube 
den 
damba 
diba 
djo 
fraicheur 
gigolo 
godasse 
goma 
jazz 
jong 
juksa 
kolo 
kolo-five 
langa 
long 
long-crayon 

massa 
match 
mbeng 
mbut 
mbutuku 
mini-minor 
molo-molo 
mugu 
nang 
nanga-boko 
ndoh 
nga 
ngeme 
ngum 
nye 
PB 
quat 
reglo 
reme 
reme-nga 
repe 
Santiago 
sua 
tempo 
titulaire 
tua 

alum 
ashawo 
chop-bluk-pot 
chop-flop 
chuk-am-pass 
con-short 
jokmasi 
katakata 
mbandja 
motobo 
mumu 
na lie! 
 

na true! 
one-mop 
pohpoh 
rapa 
salamanda 
soya 
take shit from 
waka waka 
water-yam 
wayo 
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longe 
mapan 
mannequin 
 

UV100 
vente 
 

BORROWING: French (FREN.) BORROWING: Nigerian English (NENG.) 
Bizarre 
botillon 
boulot 
branché 
chérie 
erreur 
fâché 
info 
mode 
moyen 
sape 
vogue 

four-one-nine 
four-nine-nine 
JJC 
Johnny-just-come 
padiman 

COINAGE (COIN.) COMPOUNDING (COMP.) 
apaga 
bakala 
bobbybrown 
bohzero 
boygeorge 
caolo 
chakas 
dangwa 
djingue 
donkia 
fack 
gerryculture 
gigi 
jar 
jeriba 
kofungo 
korobo 
langwa 
makandi 
mapito 
mbrah 
 

ndeme 
nigish 
njaka 
njapa 
ntang 
nyeh 
oyobo 
pallo 
pelfort 
quave 
saka 
shack 
shalaman 
shark 
shishung 
show-show 
shushulu 
Sisco  
vas 
vipes  
 

book-work 
boozing-programme 
brain-box 
Chinese-parliament 
chop-ton 
Christmas-tree 
clear-coast 
coca-fish 
docky-man 
dog-bite 
fall-bush 
fanta-coke 
flying-shirt 
Foe-or-Lambo 
guy-man 
hand-game 

Japanese-handbrake 
Kumba-bread 
las-cocoa 
pample-pork 
pantalon-trumpet 
pok-know 
seven-plus-one 
show-show 
slow-boy 
small-thing 
spaghetti-wear 
spice-girls 
sweet-mouth 
twenty-hungry 
water-yam 
 

PHRASEOLOGIES AND IDIOMATIC 
EXPRESSIONS (PHRA.) 

SHORTENING 
(SHOR.) 

AFFIXATION 
(AFF.) 

dig a bay of something 
make girls 
make guys 
make mouth 
make way 
 

nearest neighbour 
romance 
someone 
see me trouble! 
talk to (a girl) 
 

bes-bo 
coh 
grams 
guinaco 
panta 
tran 

baggy 
(to) gist 
gisting 
shaking  
(nigish?) 
(scores?) 
(vipes?) 

MEANING CHANGE (MECH.) 
afro 
Bamenda 
bay 
beans 
blow 
chain 
chap 
charged (to be -) 
cutter 
fiesta 
flash 
flow 
full contact 

men 
mercenary  
overdone 
pipe 
programme(s) 
punk 
quota 
rap 
report card 
scores 
screw 
shake (to) 
shaking 
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guy 
Kabila 
korokoro 
man 
master of ceremonies 
 

skirt 
steady 
talla 
tango 
 

 
Appendix 2. Glossary 
 
afro (< MECH.) 1. pertaining to Africa 2. a hair style 
alum (< PIDG.) a type of lime 
apaga (< COIN.) trousers with large legs  
ashawo (< PIDG.) a prostitute e.g. If your wife is nagging at you every day, 
why don’t you turn to an ashawo for comfort! 
baggy (< AFFIX.) trousers that expose part of the buttocks and have long 
legs e.g. The only present my sister gave me was a baggy. 
bakala (< COIN.) a type of female hair style 
Bamenda (< MECH.) 1. the headquarter of the Northwest region in 
Cameroon; 2. a foolish man e.g. Do you think I am your Bamenda? 
bay (a – of something) (MECH.) 1. a type of spices 2. a spoonful of a meal 
e.g. Let me have a bay of that garri of yours! 
beans (< MECH.) 1. a type of vegetable 2. clitoris 
bes-bo (< SHOR.) best boyfriend e.g. My bes-bo is a very fine-looking boy. 
bilan (< CFGL.) news e.g. He returned from Kumba with much bilan. 
bizarre (< FREN.) funny, odd e.g. In the meeting, her arguments were 
bizarre. 
blow (< MECH.) 1. to cause to move 2. to make love e.g. That guy blows 
every blessed day. 
bobbybrown (< COIN.) a type of hair style 
bohzero (< COIN.) a type of male and female hairstyle 
boma (< CFGL.) a rich person said to swallow young girls after making 
love with them 
Bonas (< CFGL.) 1. short for  “Bonamousadi”, a students’ residential area 
book-work (< COMP.) studies  
boozing-programme (< COMP.) an outing e.g. When she came back home, 
she invited us for a boozing-programme. 
boplah (< CFGL.) disturb e.g. Do not boplah me! 
bottillon (< FREN.) a type of shoes 
boulot (< FREN.) a job, place of work e.g. I left early for my boulot. 
boygeorge (< COIN.) a type of hair style 
brain-box (< COMP.) an educated person 
branché (< FREN.) (to be) dressy 
buk (< CFGL.) game of chance; to play such games e.g. My junior brother 
has become a truant; he now buk every day 
cacao (< CFGL.) a beautiful girl, a girlfriend e.g. He is waiting for his cacao. 
caolo (< COIN.) a book, lecture notes e.g. Don’t take that caolo away today; 
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I have a test tomorrow. 
chain (to be -) (< MECH.) 1. connected together 2. to be poor, broke e.g. I 
am very chain these days. 
chakas (< COIN.) old, low quality shoes 
chap (MECH.) 1. a man, a boy 2. a girlfriend e.g. That chap looks good; My 
chap is in your class. 
charged (to be -) (< MECH.) 1. accused 2. hot, sexually aroused 
chatch (< CFGL.) to court a girl 
cherie (< FREN.) sweetheart, honey 
Chinese-parliament (< COMP.) overpopulation e.g. That class includes as 
many of 500 students; it’s really a Chinese parliament. 
choko (< CFGL.) bribe, tip 
chomercam (< CFGL.) unemployment (consists of French “chômer: to be 
out-of-job” and “cam: Cameroon”, a suffix used in companies’ names such 
as “SOSUCAM: Société sucrière du Cameroun”, “CAMSUCO: Cameroon 
Sugar Company”): I got a first degree three years ago and since then I am 
at chomercam. 
chop-bluk-pot (< PIDG.) (lit. to eat food and break the pan used to cook it) 
a selfish person 
chop-flop (< PIDG.) (to eat and be full) to be pregnant 
chop-ton (< COMP. consisting of “Pidgin “chop”: to eat, and “ton”: a 
town) any social event where much food is served e.g. They had a very 
heavy meal at a chop-ton last night. 
Christmas-tree (< COMP. a girl with too much make-up or wearing 
clothes with shining colours, by analogy with the decorations on Christmas 
trees e.g. Look at that stupid Christmas tree! 
chuk-am-pass (< PIDG.) a prostitute, a casual sex partner e.g. Mireille is 
John chuk-am-pass; there isn’t anything serious between them 
clear-coast (< COMP. consisting of Eng. “to clear” and “coast”) a casual 
girl friend who is courted just to solve an occasional problem e.g. As my 
girlfriend was sick, I went to the party alone and managed to bring back a 
clear-coast. 
coca-fish (< COMP.) a meal of roasted fish with Coca-Cola as beverage 
which young girls order when they are being chatted up e.g. After having 
some coca-fish with Kenny yesterday, we went straight to bed. 
coh (< SHOR.) short for “country” e.g. My father arrived from coh 
yesterday. 
con-short (< PIDG.) 1. a short cut 2. To take a short cut 
cube (< CFGL.) a type of spices produced industrially 
cutter (< MECH.) 1. a person who cuts 2. a policeman who takes bribes e.g. 
Because the taxi driver’s documents were incomplete, a cutter took 500 
Francs to let him go. 
damba (< CFGL.) football (game) 
dangwa (< COIN.) to limp, walk lamely as if one was handicapped 
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den (< CFGL.) short for identity card 
diba (< CFGL.) water 
dig (a bay of something) (PHRA) have a spoonful of something e.g. Let 
me dig a bay of that garri of yours! 
djingue (< COIN.) clothes e.g. I need new djingue but I don’t have moyen 
to buy them. 
djo (< CFGL.) a guy 
docky (< AFFI.) obtained from “document”, forged official documents 
such as passports, birth certificates, results testimonials etc.; occasionally, 
textbooks e.g. Can you give me your docky for the homework. 
docky-man (< COMP. consisting of “docky” and Engl. “man”) a swindler, 
an act of swindling e.g. Docky-man has become so rampant these days. 
dog-bite (< COMP. consisting of Engl. “dog” and “to bite”) old shoes e.g. I 
will not go out with you if you don’t want to remove those dog-bite. 
donkia (< COIN.) shoes 
erreur (< FREN.) a mistake 
faché (< FREN.) angry 
fack (< COIN.) to smoke e.g. Criminals like to fack. 
fall-bush (< COMP.) to emigrate 
fanta-coke (< COMP.) a colour resulting from the mixture of two 
beverages i.e. Fanta (pinkish) and Coca-cola (brownish); by analogy, 
someone who has lightened his/her skin with cosmetics e.g. That woman 
is a real fanta-coke. 
fiesta (< MECH.) 1. a festival 2. a feast or party  e.g. The end of year in our 
school is always marked by a grand fiesta. 
flash (< MECH.) 1. a sudden burst of light 2. dry cough e.g. He has a heavy 
flash. 
flow (< MECH.) 1. to move slowly 2. to smoke; a cigarette  
flying-shirt (< COMP. consisting of Engl. “flying” and “shirt”) a poor boy 
or boyfriend e.g.1 I can’t understand why Mary runs after this flying-shirt. 
e.g.2 You cannot imagine what is happening to me; that flying-shirt came 
here to ask my hand in marriage. e.g.3 That flying-shirt keeps disturbing 
my ears, but I cannot date him 
Foe-or-Lambo (< COMP.) to die unexpectedly, by analogy with Foe a 
football player who died on the field during a match and Professor Lambo 
who died a few hours after a lecture e.g. Mary suddenly fell from her bed 
and her friends screamed: Please do not Foe-or-Lambo in our presence, we 
cannot stand it. 
four-nine-nine (499) (< NENG.) a conman, a dealer e.g. Don’t get too close 
to Peter; he seems to be a 499. 
four-one-nine (419) (< NENG.) a con man, a liar e.g.1  Henry collected our 
school fees to help us pay them in, but we next heard of him when he 
called from abroad. No one knew he was a 419. e.g.2  I will never trust that 
girl; she is a 419. 
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fraicheur (< CFGL.) a freshman, a male or female student newly coming 
from high school e.g. Cornelius told me that he will like to have a fraicheur 
as his girlfriend this year. 
full contact (MECH.) 1. state of touching 2. unprotected love making 
gerry-culture (or jerry-culture) (< COIN.) a type of hair style 
gigi (< COIN.) to make love 
gigolo (< CFGL.) a boy who likes to make love, just for pleasure and 
occasionally for money 
gist (< AFFI.) to pass on fresh news e.g. A. Men, we get gisting! B. I beg, 
gist me before your credit gets finished (A. My friend, there is news. B. 
Please tell me before your airtime runs out.) 
gisting (< AFFI.) news, fresh information, gossip e.g. Men, we get gisting 
(My friend, there is news!) 
godasse (< CFGL.) condom in love making, by analogy with football 
players’ shoes, which protect them against wounds; by extension, 
protected love making (see “full contact”) e.g. I will not do it unless you 
put on your godasse. 
goma (< CFGL.) a fifty franc coin (around 10 pence) e.g. I need some beans. 
Can you give me goma? 
grams (< SHOR.) short for programmes, a date e.g. Yesterday, my friend 
had grams at a hotel with a rich man. 
guinaco (< SHOR.) a mixture of Guinness and Coca-Cola e.g. I am 
ashamed to ask for a guinaco, for it might seem too expensive for him. 
guy (< MECH.) 1. a man 2. a boy (see “chap”, “guy-man”) 
guy-man (< COMP. consisting of Engl. “guy” and “man”; it is coined after 
standard words like policeman, beggar man) a boyfriend e.g. That guy in 
pink is my guy-man. 
hand-game (< COMP. consisting of Engl. “hand” and “game”) 
masturbation 
info (< FREN.) news e.g. We don’t get enough of the info we want. 
Japanese-handbrake (COMP. consisting of Engl. “Japanese” and 
“handbrake”): someone who can hold his purse as tightly as the handbrake 
of a Japanese car does i.e. a selfish person e.g. My aunt gives me 25 Francs 
a day for breakfast; she is indeed a Japanese handbrake 
jar (< COIN.) someone who reads a lot e.g.1 Every evening, Paul reads one 
novel; he is really a jar. e.g.2 Please set the clock at 9 so that I should get up 
and jar. 
jazz (< CFGL.) beans 
jeriba (< COIN.) a lie, someone who tells lies e.g. All the noise you are 
making there is simply jeriba 
JJC (< NENG.) short for “Johnny-just-come” 
Johnny-just-come (< NENG.) a newcomer to an institution 
jong (< CFGL.) to drink; be drunk  
jokmasi (< PIDG.) free labour e.g. My new job is a real jokmasi; for three 
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months, I have not received my salary. 
juksa (< CFGL.) someone with odd features or ways of behaving  e.g. 
Susan wore a long sleeve shirt and a very short skirt; that girl is really a 
juksa. 
Kabila (< MECH.) 1. the president of the Congo Republic 2. a pair of 
trousers with many pockets, by analogy with the type of trousers that this 
president used to wear e.g. I need a Kabila trouser for that excursion. 
katakata (< PIDG.) cunning, good at deceiving e.g. You should never trust 
that boy; he is very katakata. 
kofungo (< COIN.) a girl e.g. At the party, we met several new kofungohs. 
kolo (< CFGL.) one thousand francs (around £1) 
kolo-five (< CFGL.) one thousand five hundred francs, around £1.5) 
korobo (< COIN.) a type of male and female hair style 
korokoro (< MECH.) 1. rashes 2. a close friend e.g. My elder brother’s 
korokoro travelled to Germany three weeks ago. 
Kumba-bread (< COMP. from “Kumba” a locality in Cameroon and 
English “bread”) a jocular way of referring to first generation cell phones, 
which were big in size (by analogy with bread made in the British way in 
the Anglophone city of Kumba). As a remark, miniature cell phones are 
fashionable among students in Cameroon. 
langa (< CFGL.) mouth watering 
langwa (< COIN.) to tell e.g. Come and langua us what you saw in that 
country! 
las-cocoa (< COMP. from Engl. “last” and “cocoa”) a weak, dull person 
(see water yam) 
long (< CFGL.) a house  e.g.  I invited you to my long yesterday but you 
did not come! 
long-crayon (< COMP.) a generic term for literate people (see brain-box, 
stuff-on) 
longe (< CFGL.) a house (see “long”) 
makandi (< COIN.) buttocks e.g. The way she swings her makandi when 
she walks is very appetizing! 
make girls (< PHRA.) to mince, simper; mincing ways e.g. What do you 
think you are doing, Mary. Stop making girls to me! 
make guy (< PHRA.) to show that one is important e.g. Let’s go to the 
party; stop making guys. 
make-mouth (< PHRA.) (of a person) to abuse, to be a loud-mouth 
make-way (< PHRA.) to agree to make love e.g. In the struggle, he tore her 
pant because she was refusing to make-way. 
man (< MECH.) 1. a male human being 2. an address term meaning “my 
friend” (see “massa”) 
mannequin (< CFGL.) a slender girl (slimness in the minds of 
Cameroonians tends to be associated with poverty, poor health and limited 
aptitude for love-making e.g. I can’t go to bed with a mannequin. 
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mapan (< CFGL.) to have sex with a partner, sexual intercourse e.g. Alice 
always sings when she returns from her mapan. 
mapito (< COIN.) vagina e.g. The senior students were touching and 
enjoying their breasts and mapito. 
massa (< CFGL.) an address term meaning “my friend” e.g. John, massa! 
Catch you tomorrow! (John, my friend. See you tomorrow!) 
master of ceremonies (< MECH.) 1. superintendent in a public event 2. 
penis e.g. He has a long master of ceremonies. 
match (< CFGL.) an instance of love-making 
mbandja (< PIDG.) waist e.g. I swept the compound for too long a time so 
much so that my mbandja is paining seriously. 
mbeng (< CFGL.) 1. Douala, the economic capital of Cameroon; 2. Europe 
mbrah (< COIN.) menses e.g.  I have not seen my mbrah for the past two 
months. 
mbut (< CFGL.) (see “mbutuku”)  
mbutuku (< CFGL.) a foolish man, an idiot 
men (< MECH.) 1. male human beings 2. a term synonymous with “man”, 
but pronounced in the American way (see “gisting”; see also “massa”). 
mercenary (< MECH.) 1. someone who works/kills for money 2. an 
impersonator, an intelligent student who writes an examination in lieu and 
place of a weaker student in exchange for money 
mini-minor (< CFGL.) a young, beautiful girl e.g. There was a wonderful 
mini-minor at that party. 
mode (< FREN.) fashion 
molo-molo (< CFGL.) slowly; quietly 
motobo (< PIDG.) a type of female hair style 
mouth (see “make”, “sweet”) 
moyen (< FREN.) financial resources 
mugu (< CFGL.) a fool, an idiot e.g. Do you think I am your mugu. 
mumu (< PIDG.) 1. a deaf-mute e.g. There is no need shouting; he is a 
mumu. 2. a stupid person, a coward, an idiot e.g. You will have no 
difficulty getting him to buy a few pairs of shoes and dresses for you. After 
all, he is a mumu. 
na lie! (< PIDG.) a Pidgin exclamation meaning “what you are saying is 
not true, is a lie!” 
na true! (< PIDG.) It is true! 
nang (< CFGL.) to sleep  
nanga-boko (< CFGL.) a girl who usually sleeps out of her room or hostel 
e.g. I don’t know what to do; my junior sister has become a nanga-boko. 
ndeme (< COIN.) a girl friend e.g. This girl in red in my new ndeme. 
ndoh (< CFGL.) money  
nearest-neighbour (< PHRA.) similar to e.g. Isaac has too much hair on the 
body; he is the nearest neighbour to animals. 
neck-man a beggar e.g. Because he is a neckman, he waited till the meal 
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nga (< CFGL.) a girl friend e.g. The girl in the blue blouse is my nga. 
ngeme (< CFGL.) poverty; poor  e.g. I am eating garri every day because of 
ngeme. To be honest I am very ngeme these days. 
ngum (< CFGL.) power, strength, stamina e.g. Boxers have ngum. 
nigish (< COIN.) nonsense, nonsensical e.g. In the debate, his nigish talk 
annoyed quite a good number of people. 
njaka (< COIN.) a child  e.g. All my friends already have their njaka except 
me. 
njapa (< COIN.) AIDS e.g. It appears that the girl Peter was bragging with 
has njapa. 
ntang (< COIN.) a house, a room, someone’s residence e.g. I showed my 
new girlfriend our ntang. 
nye (< CFGL.) to see e.g. On their way back, they nye two girls on the road. 
nyeh (< COIN.) police e.g. At the roundabout, the taxi driver met those 
nyeh people who kept us waiting for too long a time  
one-mop (< PIDG.) one time ejaculation e.g. I gave her just one-mop. 
over-done (< MECH.) 1. cooked too much 2. cunning, trick e.g. Over-done 
is not good! 
oyobo (< COIN.) a white man  e.g. Some oyobo came to our village to dig 
community wells. 
padiman (or paddyman ) (< NENG.) someone’s best friend e.g. Where is 
your padiman? 
pallo (< COIN.) cigarette; to smoke 
pample-pork (< COMP.) a meal consisting of a bottle of grapefruit (French 
“pamplemousse”) and a plate of roasted pork. 
panta (< SHOR.) short for a pair of trousers whose legs end just above the 
knees e.g. My boyfriend gave me a panta for my birthday. 
pantalon-trumpet (< COMP. consisting of Fr. “pantalon”: trousers and 
“trompette”: trumpet) trousers with thin legs, by analogy with a trumpet 
PB (< CFGL.) problem 
pelfort (< COIN.) a type of hairstyle 
pipe (< MECH.) 1. a tube 2. penis; to have sex  e.g. I piped that girl very 
well last night. 
pohpoh (< PIDG.) true, real, genuine  
pok-know (< COMP. consisting of indigenous language. “pok” and Eng. 
“know”) a person exhibiting superiority complex e.g. Your new friend is 
really a pok-know. 
programme (to have a -) (MECH.) 1. list of items 2. to have a date 
punk (< MECH.) 1. rubbish 2. a type of male and female hair style 
quat (< CFGL.) a residential area 
quave (< COIN.) to style one’s hair 
quota (< MECH.) 1. a certain amount of 2. a girl friend e.g. Marcelle is my 
new quota. 
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rap (< MECH.) 1. a conversation 2. to tell lies e.g. I did the work, but the 
day he was to pay me, he rap me. 
rapa (< PIDG.) a type of cloth that women wrap round their waist 
reglo (< CFGL.) honest e.g. I am a reglo guy. 
reme (< CFGL.) Camfranglais for mother 
reme-nga (< CFGL.) an old woman who dresses and behaves like a young 
girl  e.g.1 That lecturer is a real reme-nga e.g.2 Look at that reme-nga who 
puts on sexy trousers. 
repe (< CFGL.) father 
report-card (< MECH.) 1. a card outlining a pupil’s score 2. someone who 
likes to report others to people in authority e.g. She is a report-card. 
romance someone (< PHRA.) to affect someone, deal with someone e.g. 
Chain has romance your man very badly (poverty is dealing with your 
man very badly) 
saka (< COIN.) to dance e.g. That girl saka with all the boys at that party. 
salamanda (< PIDG.) a type of high-heeled shoes (see “spice girls”) 
Santiago (< CFGL.) a type of shoes 
sape (< FREN.) to be well dressed; a beautiful dress, fancy dress e.g. This 
new sap was sent to me by my sister in the US. 
scores (< MECH.) 1. outcome of a football match 2. information e.g. What 
are the scores today! 
screw (< MECH.) 1. a tool 2. to make love  e.g. I do not screw during 
examinations! 
see me trouble! (< PHRA.) an interjection expressing disgust, hatred e.g. 
See me trouble oh! The man living in that potopoto house has talked to me. 
seven-plus-one (< COMP. from the Engl. mathematical equation “seven 
plus one” which gives “eight”, which somehow rhymes with AIDS) AIDS 
e.g. The way this man coughs, it seems he has seven-plus-one. 
shack (< COIN.) a present 
shake (< MECH.) 1. to cause to move 2. to dance 
shaking (< AFFI.) the action of “shaking” i.e. dancing 
shalaman (< COIN.) a type of hair style 
shark (< COIN.) to drink, to have fun 
shishung (< COIN.) someone who speaks through the nose like a Chinese 
e.g. I do not always hear what your friend says; she is a shisung. 
show-show (of a girl) (< COIN.) 1. showy, extravagant e.g. This girl is 
really a show-show; she likes to be noticed wherever she goes 2. (to make -) 
to brag e.g. Sally is making show-show. 
shushulu (< COIN.) a beautiful girl 
Sisco (< COIN.) a brand of expensive trousers e.g. I will offer him a Sisco 
for his birthday. 
skirt (< MECH.) 1. an item of women’s clothing 2. someone who loves the 
company of women, a womaniser 
slow-boy (< COMP. consisting of Engl. “slow” and “boy”) snail 
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small-thing (< COMP. consisting of Engl. “small” and “thing”) a girlfriend 
e.g. My small-thing came to our house yesterday when we were all out. 
soya (< PIDG.) barbecued meat made on an open fire and sold near pubs 
spaghetti-wear (< COMP. consisting of Engl. “spaghetti” and “wear”) a 
dress or blouse with tight sleeves e.g. Anna went to Abuja and brought a 
spaghetti wear. 
spice-girls (< COMP. consisting of Engl. “spice” and “girls”) shoes with 
thick and high soles e.g. Her spice-girls was bought by her “titulaire”. 
steady (< MECH.) 1. firmly fixed 2. a regular partner 
sua (< CFGL.) to fear, to be afraid of e.g. That teacher speaks with 
authority; I sua the man. 
sweet-mouth (< COMP. ) flattering talk e.g. You can never be angry with 
that his sweet mouth; by the time you realise, you have already forgiven 
him. 
take shit from (< PIDG. ) to joke with e.g. We don’t take shit from 
anybody. 
talk to (a person of the opposite sex) (PHRA.) to court 
talla (< MECH.) 1. the name of a blind, great Cameroonian musician 2. a 
short sighted person e.g. Why do you go so close to the board; are you 
talla? 
tango (< MECH.) 1. a type of dance 2. sexual intercourse, by analogy with 
the mixed gender pair of tango music dancers  
tempo (< CFGL.) stop, beware e.g. Tempo, man. You are going too fast. 
titulaire (< CFGL.) a regular partner e.g. When my titulaire comes, I don’t 
want to be disturbed. 
tran (< SHOR.) transport money, a term which, in West Africa, refers to the 
money reserved for the fare of a journey e.g. I have already spent my tran; 
I don’t know how I will get to Buea. 
tua (< CFGL.) to steal  e.g. They always tua their parents. 
twenty-hungry (< COMP. consisting of Engl. “twenty” and “hungry”) to 
be broke e.g. Peter is in his twenty hungry now (Peter has no money now) 
UV100 (< CFGL.) (pronounced U-V-cent, i.e. U-V-one-hundred) food (the 
term is coined by analogy with the coding system adopted for academic 
courses in universities; these academic courses (referred to by the French 
word Unité de Valeur, UV for short) are reported to be hard to credit while 
food is a course everybody can validate (i.e. credit) with no effort) e.g. I am 
going to validate my UV100 (i.e. I going to have a meal, I am going to the 
restaurant). 
vas (< COIN.) to take a bath e.g. I am going to vas now. 
vente (< CFGL.) /vant/ a pub, which generally combines the services of an 
off-licence and a snack bar e.g. I am going to celebrate my birthday in a 
vente. 
vipes (< COIN.) information, news e.g.  Any vipes about your sister? 
vogue (< FREN.) (to be en vogue) in fashion 
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waka-waka (< PIDG.) to move from place to place without any clear 
objective, to wander aimlessly 
water-yam (< PIDG.) a weak person e.g. You make a lot of mouth when 
you are just a water-yam (see las-cocoa). 
wayo (< PIDG.) a cunning person e.g. Do not trust that guy, he is a wayo. 
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